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Here are instructions for school/department chairs and administrators to navigate the updated SmartEvals system 
(https://gwu.smartevals.com). 

Download or Email PDFs 
View course results via SmartEvals web interface 

Download or Email PDFs (follow steps 1-7) 
If users would like to download PDFs (similar to what instructors receive in their email), then navigate to “Reports,” click 
on “Download PDF Reports.” The other option is to “Email PDF Reports.” This will email to the user’s GW email address.  
Then the system will show you a sample report, click on “Continue” to go to the screen where a few dropdown lists will 
allow users to make more selections.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://gwu.smartevals.com/
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Wait for the list to display, and click on the “this past semester” dropdown to select the time period in which you are 
interested in. Then, view the list of instructors and their respective courses, put a check mark next the instructor and 
course (or the next to the “All” at the top of the table). If users select the optional step 6, the system will create separate 
PDFs for each course. If this option is not selected, the system will create one PDF with all courses selected with 
bookmarks for each course. Lastly, click on either “Download reports” or “Email reports” depending on which was 
selected earlier in step 2. 
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View course results via SmartEvals web interface (follow steps 1-4) 
This option allows users to have more interaction with the results directly in the SmartEvals system itself. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

At this point, users will have options.  

Option A: If users would like to see course-by-course results (with comments) click on bar graph icon next to the course. This option 
gives users the fullest information about each course. It is very similar to viewing the PDF reports without them being actual PDFs. 

Option B: If users would like to view numeric results directly in the existing table, then click on Questions “See” button. This allows 
users to view the means from questions where means can be calculated, it will not display comments or questions that cannot have 
a mean calculated (non-Likert scale questions). 
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Option A 

 

Will display the numeric results and comments for the course selected. It will allow for chairs/administrators to have more filtering 
capabilities. You could stop here and just view the results for the course, then if you wanted to view for other courses, go back to 
the page with bar graph icon and click on the next one you’re interested in. 

(Steps A1-A3 below) If you use more of the drop downs, you can also view the subject code as a whole. This option also allows for 
more dropdown controls and for you to view all courses together, if that is useful. Remember to be patient as you use the 
dropdowns. The system sometimes has to filter through thousands of records, so it is recommended to changing one dropdown 
waiting for it to finish loading, then changing the next dropdown. Click on each dropdown to see what how it can help you add or 
filter the results. Users can tell if a page is still loading by looking at a spinning circle or moving line in the web browser’s tab. 

It is suggested to first start with selecting the bottom, left dropdown and select “All sections of this course.” Make sure the middle, 
left dropdown says “All courses.” Then if would like instructors to be only listed once (versus per course), then select “Show each 
instructors name” or “Group all instructors together” depending on the user’s preference. 

 

 

This number will change based on your selections 
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Option B 

 

Step B1 allows users to select which questions they would like to see displayed. 
Step B2 allows users to select more fields to add to the table (e.g., semester, see full question text). 
Step B3 allows users to filter for more or fewer results. Scroll to the bottom of the page and look for “Narrow Your Results For This 
Visit” (e.g., Years, Course Levels, and Semesters). 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

If you still have questions, please contact Kim Dam (madmik@gwu.edu). 

Notice this 
change after 
“See” is 
selected. 


